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Having nothing to do
and all day to do it!

GRAND MUTHU

OURA VIEW BEACH CLUB


Albufeira, Portugal

The 5 star Grand Muthu Oura View Beach Club boasts of a stunning location,
overlooking more than 200 feet of beautiful white sandy beaches on the Atlantic
Ocean and offer incredible views of the uniquely oval shaped outdoor pool to enjoy
the stunning Algarve.

HIGH TIDES
GOOD VIBES
Grand Muthu Oura View Beach Club
has the most beautiful sun deck on the
6th floor, with unbeatable panoramic
sunset views that you can enjoy in the
evening after a spa massage or a dip in
our indoor pool.

ENJOY

Experience the ultimate relaxation at
Grand Muthu Oura View Beach Club.
Our spa is designed to help calm your
tensions and rejuvenate your body
and mind. Soothe aching muscles and
joints inside our heated saunas and
steam baths, or take advantage of our
well-equipped gymnasium. Our staff
are specialised in offering excellent
massages with relaxation techniques
and rejuvenating facials that enhance
the spa experience in a quiet and green
environment. The Hotel offers a variety
of on-site features for your personal use,
including a heated indoor pool, a jacuzzi,
sauna and steam room.

GRAND MUTHU

FORTE DO VALE


Albufeira, Portugal

This 5 star hotel is a pinnacle of luxury with spacious grand rooms, restaurant, spa,
pool and bar. It is the ultimate place to unwind comfortably in style. The rooms offer
fantastic views with spacious balconies.

PERFECTLY
SUITS YOUR
NEEDS
We
offer
Luxury
accommodation
with tastefully appointed decorations
throughout the hotel. The rooms are
elegant with stylish furnitures offering
ultimate comfort and luxury. The games
room & kids area are perfect to keep the
family entertainment.

REJUVENATE
Our goal is to offer a world-class spa experience:
a place where beauty, comfort, knowledge,
and personalized attention combine to create a
memorable and energising experience.

Our specialised therapists provide a
warm and calming service in an inspiring
and serene atmosphere, with the finest
treatments available in a beautiful, zen
environment to help destress.
Soothe your senses and be pampered in
style at Grand Muthu Forte do Vale. From
massage therapies to one-of-a-kind
relaxing body treatments & exfoliation
treatments, you’ll find a host of unique
services available at the hotel. Discover
a variety of treatments and services for
your next Portugal spa vacation, at the
largest fitness & spa center in Albufeira.

GRAND MUTHU

FORTE DA OURA


Albufeira, Portugal

Grand Muthu Forte da Oura is the perfect choice for visitors who are searching for
a combination of charm, peace and quiet, and a convenient position from which
to explore Albufeira.

Swim your heart out

HOSPITALITY
AT IT’S BEST
This beautiful hotel offers an attentive and
personalized service for our lovely guests.
Rooms are splendid with a spacious
balcony, where you can relax and enjoy
watching the sea and the atmosphere
of Algarve’s daily life, very close to the
Oura View Beach.

Located at a short distance from the town, guests at Grand Muthu Monicca
Collection can experience the beauty and history of the old town, as well as activities
such as zip-lining, horse riding and water sports. The hustle and bustle of shops, bars
and restaurants are also close by.

GRAND MUTHU

MONICCA COLLECTION


Albufeira, Portugal

Grand Muthu Monicca Collection is a beautiful 5-star hotel in Albufeira, Portugal.
A few minutes’ walk from the stunning sandy beaches of the Algarve, the complex
is the perfect beachfront getaway for a luxury holiday. The beaches of Albufeira are
some of the most picturesque in the Algarve and make for an enjoyable day of sun,
sea, and sand.

MUTHU

CLUBE PRAIA DA OURA


Albufeira, Portugal

This ship-like hotel sits like a jewel by the tranquil Atlantic coastline bestowed with
green trees, scenic lush gardens, beach views with exotic, native species of plants
that provide colourful highlights.

LARGEST
HOTEL IN
PORTUGAL
Muthu Clube Praia da Oura is the second
largest hotel in Portugal. It is an ideal
base to explore the entire Albufeira as it
is right next to the beach, restaurants and
the buzzing night life. One can enjoy the
various on-site facilities available such
as spa, bowling green, entertainment,
restaurant, outdoor pool, bar and kids
club.

MUTHU

OURAPRAIA HOTEL


Albufeira, Portugal

Muthu Oura Praia Hotel is located in the heart of Albufeira in an extremely
characteristic, quiet and lively area within a short walk from the buzzing old town,
shops and the beach.

COMFORT
& STYLE
Muthu Oura Praia Hotel has a newly
renovated stylish Hangover bar and a
modern reception that is filled with a
spectacular in-house fountain and lots of
plants to give it a feeling of home away
from home.

TRUE LOVE

Muthu hotels Portugal is a collection of
affordable luxury resort destinations,
each with its own unique personality. All of
our resorts feature sun - soaked beaches,
elegant accommodations, a world-class
spa, gourmet dining, premium drinks,
and many other facilities. Make your
dream beach front wedding come true
at Muthu hotels Portugal. We are here
to pamper you, to plan and organise
your wedding from the smallest detail
to ensure your day will be memorable.
Choose from a range of venue options
on offer, at exciting prices!
Contact us at:
weddings@muthuhotels.com

MUTHU

RAGA MADEIRA HOTEL


Madeira, Portugal

Overlooking the enchanting Atlantic Ocean, the 4-star Muthu Raga Madeira Hotel
in Madeira is the perfect choice for a vacation immersed in the relaxing atmosphere
of a warm and comfortable stay, just ten minutes from the city center.

BREATHTAKING
VIEWS
The island’s warmth amidst the lush
landscaped gardens and colorful flowers
makes it a delight to visit all year around.
Enjoy a great range of high end facilities
and benefit from exclusive services and
discover the pleasures of island luxury in
one of the finest Portuguese islands.
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Find a beautiful place to get lost...

GRAND MUTHU

GOLF PLAZA HOTEL & SPA


Tenerife, Spain

The Grand Muthu Golf Plaza with its scenic outdoor swimming pool and classical
Mediterranean décor is a great pick for a serene weekend getaway break in this
peaceful part of Tenerife. It is a paradise for golf lovers, as two of the island’s most
popular courses, Golf del Sur and Amarilla Golf, are less than 1.5km away.

SUNNY
DESTINATION
The Grand Muthu Golf Plaza is surrounded
by spacious sun terraces furnished with
loungers and parasols alongside the
lush gardens. Guests can also enjoy
billiards and squash, along with a gym,
spa, indoor pool, sauna, steam bath,
massages and treatments. Delicious
food, bar and the best service are also
offered to the guests.

REFRESHING
RETREAT

Grand Muthu Golf Plaza Hotel and Spa’s
mission is to provide the ultimate guest
experience and enhance the well-being
of the mind, body and soul. Our goal is
to provide a world-class spa experience,
for our guests. It is a place where beauty,
comfort, knowledge, and personalized
attention, combine to create a totally
peaceful experience. We are committed
to providing an individualized experience,
where our customers feel nurtured &
cared for.

MUTHU

ROYAL PARK ALBATROS


Tenerife, Spain

Perfect for families, couples and friends alike, the Muthu Royal Park Albatros is ideally
located in the stunning Golf del Sur, which is blessed with sunshine and clear skies
most of the time. It’s traditional architecture, landscaped gardens and spacious
lagoon-style pool, is the perfect surrounding in Tenerife to relax.

ENJOY
AND RELAX
The gardens at the Royal Park Albatros
feature artificial lakes, waterfalls and
flowers native to Tenerife. Golf del Sur has
one 27-hole Championship Golf Course,
and within a 20-minute stroll, there are
Amarilla Golf and Country Club. This
property boasts of a beautiful outdoor
swimming pool, restaurant, in-room
kitchen and gorgeous balconies with
great views.

MUTHU

INFINITI BEACH RESORT


Almeria, Spain

The Muthu Infiniti Beach Resort has a gorgeous setting just a short stroll from the fine
sandy beach along with a variety of shops, bars and restaurants. It has the perfect
weather to swim and enjoy water sports and it is just a few minutes’ drive from the fishing
village of Garrucha, where you can taste the best fish in one of the fine restaurants.

QUEST
FOR REST
This area is perfect for golfers, offering
four 18 hole courses in the vicinity of
Muthu Infiniti Beach Resort and the Desert
Springs Indiana, the first and only desert
golf course in Europe with unique features
such as springs, waterfalls, streams, dry
riverbeds, rocky and cactus areas. The
small but fascinating theme park, Mini
Hollywood is only a 40 minutes drive from
Vera, where you can enjoy the authentic
American West.

MUTHU

GRANGEFIELD OASIS CLUB


Costa del Sol, Spain

Perched above the beautiful beaches of the Costa del Sol’s Marbella coast, the Muthu
Grangefield Oasis Club lives up to its name by offering an oasis of tranquillity - far away
from the main coastal road, yet only a few minutes’ drive from the beach, shops and
bars of Riviera del Sol.

OASIS OF
TRANQUILLITY
Facilities in this excellent MGM Muthu
Hotel resort include: Outdoor and Indoor
Pool, Sauna and Jacuzzi, Tennis Court,
Restaurants and Bars. You can travel light
when you visit Grangefield Oasis Club,
because the charming apartments
contain everything you will need for a
Self-Catering or All-Inclusive Holiday.
Kitchens are fully equipped to a high
standard. Each apartment is beautifully
decorated and furnished.
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It's bad manners to keep a
vacation waiting,
so book today!

MUTHU

CLUMBER PARK HOTEL & SPA


Nottinghamshire, England

Located in the heart of Sherwood Forest and set in the beautiful backdrop of
Nottinghamshire’s countryside, this hotel boasts a modern, fresh, comfortable
environment where you can relax and unwind.

SURROUNDED
BY SERENITY
The hotel boasts an impressive spa
including an indoor pool and Jacuzzi.
Whether you are looking to hold a
dynamic business meeting, a relaxed
team development exercise or a special
occasion such as a wedding, the
Clumber Park Hotel provides a refreshing
venue, with a variety of purpose-built
meeting rooms, stunning bed rooms with
a lovely restaurant and bar.

WELLBEING
Muthu Clumber Park Hotel and Spa is dedicated
to being a safe haven of tranquility and positive
energy by providing an experience that “makes a
difference” in our guests’ lives by offering an indoor
pool, jacuzzi, facials and treatments.

Our team is committed to extensive
training, which shows in our cheerful
attitudes and quality of service. Muthu
Clumber Park Hotel and Spa invites you to
enjoy peace, tranquillity and relaxation.
Our staff are passionate about creating
a beautiful environment for our clients.
We use the finest products offering
sophisticated results for all the treatments
and massages.

ALLURE
Muthu Clumber Park Hotel and Spa is right at the door
steps of the Sherwood forests, it provides a scenic
background for wedding celebrations. The venue has
a magical air of elegance and comfort, surrounded
by gorgeous views of lush trees and plants in all
seasons of the year.

It offers an elegant function room and its
banquet room can accommodate up
to 70 guests for an intimate reception.
The hotel offers several delicious
catering options that offer flexible
pricing plans. Your wedding guests will
enjoy discounted rooms and suites,
complimentary breakfast and parking,
and can avail Muthu Clumber Park Hotel
and Spa’s sophisticates amenities, like its
indoor heated pool, sauna, steam room,
fitness room, and the outdoor hot tub.
At Muthu Clumber Park Hotel and Spa,
romance is always in the air.
Contact us at:
cph.we@muthuhotels.com

MUTHU

BELSTEAD BROOK HOTEL


Ipswich, England

Muthu Belstead brook hotel was built around the16th Century, originally a hunting
lodge, the vintage style boutique hotel has classically elegant décor and personal
service reminiscent of its days as the historical Ipswich Hotel. It’s a 10-minutes drive
to Ipswich town centre and 30 minutes to the Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, in the heart of Constable Country.

NATURAL
BEAUTY
The oak - panelled Manor Restaurant
serves British food throughout the day
and is very popular with the locals. The
bar serves lighter meals in a more casual
setting. The rooms are spacious with a
traditional décor, offering warmth and
comfort.

BLISSFUL
Immerse yourself in total relaxation, whilst
we rejuvenate your mind, body and soul
and experience complete refreshment
in a serene atmosphere.
Visit us at our Poetry spa.

ROMANCE
Muthu Belstead Brook Hotel has a perfect setting
for your wedding. We have several function suites
available; Willow suite, Orwell suite or Brook suite. All
the spaces may be changed and adjusted to your
ideal taste and guest numbers, exclusively for your
wedding.

The talented team of specialists will work
with you to create a memorable reception
leaving your guests talking about the
celebratory event for years to come.
Amenities include an indoor ceremony
area, outdoor reception area, onsite
catering, overnight accommodations
and parking for you and your guests. Our
wedding consultant is at hand to ensure
every detail is properly and promptly
addressed. Select the grand ballroom or
the smaller suite and leave the planning
to us. The hotel offers up to 200 seats with
access to the restaurant, the bar, large
indoor pool, steam room sauna and 24hour fitness center. Contact us at:
events.belstead@muthuhotels.com

MUTHU

WESTCLIFF HOTEL


Southend-on-Sea, England

Muthu Westcliff is a Victorian hotel situated close to Southend seafront, with views
over the Thames Estuary. Tastefully decorated boutique guestrooms offer stunning
Estuary views.

IRRESISTIBLE
VIEWS
Located near the beach in the centre
of the town, Muthu Westcliff is just a 15
minutes’ walk away from the Southend’s
pier, which is the longest in the world. The
Cliff Pavilion music venue is less than five
minutes away on foot.
Westcliff Gardens, the New Empire
Theatre and Beecroft Art Gallery are
also nearby. Two railway stations can be
found under half-a-mile from the hotel.

LIVE YOUR DREAM WEDDING

The beauty of Muthu Westcliff Hotel is the stunning
views overlooking the Southend sea from our suite
rooms, as it has done for centuries, taking on a different
kind of appeal and charm each season.

Whether that be spring where our
stunning Cliff gardens burst into life and
are perfectly in full bloom, autumn where
our ancient trees put on a stunning
autumnal show, or winter where our
sweeping lawns with gorgeous drifts of
frost or sometimes unspoilt snow. Each
season presents our gardens and grounds
wonderfully, displaying Muthu Westcliff
Hotel as an idyllic and picturesque
setting for perfect wedding ceremonies
and photo opportunities. We also have
many wonderful seaview backdrops for
stunning wedding pictures which are all
unique to this Victorian hotel building.
Contact us at:
events.westcliff @muthuhotels.com
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Rooms are elegant in style and traditionally furnished with a vintage touch and
each room benefits from a TV with satellite channels and an ensuite bathroom.

MUTHU

NEWTON HOTEL


Nairn, Scotland

Dating back to 1872, Muthu Newton Hotel was once regularly frequented by
Charlie Chaplin. The Speyside whisky trail is only a short drive eastwards into the hills
of Morayshire. You can also visit nearby Loch Ness, do skiing, and take boat trips in
the Moray Firth to spot Dolphins.

SIGNATURE OF
EXCELLENCE
When you stay at Muthu Newton Hotel in
Nairn, you’ll be right next to the beach
and to the Nairn Museum. This castlelookalike hotel is within the region of
Cawdor Castle and Brodie Castle.
Bordering Nairn Golf Course and just 30
minutes’ drive from Inverness, this elegant
hotel is set in 21 acres of mature parkland
and gardens. It overlooks the Moray Firth
and beyond to the Black Isles.

MAGICAL TOUCH

Muthu Newton Hotel is an extraordinarily beautiful
venue from the drive up the tree lined avenue,
where the magnificent castle lookalike Hotel comes
into view. It is a stunning location for your wedding
celebration. The romantic setting and breathtaking
views in the “foresty” atmosphere are matched with
creative menus and impeccable service. Don’t forget
to visit our 3 resident Highland coos.

© Captivating Photography

Our vibrant and gorgeous grounds are
the perfect backdrop for all your wedding
photographs.
Our recent addition of our Gazebo amidst
the trees in the lush garden is a stunning
feature that will enhance and create a
magical scene for both the Bride & Groom
and for the guests in the wedding party too.
The Hotel has beautiful function rooms to
choose from such as a private chapel,
conference room and event rooms, and they
are both perfect and flexible for ceremonies
and much more. Traditional chapel, LED
dance floor, private bars and a range of
bespoke features are a small insight into our
stunning venue that has lots to offer!
Contact us at: nwt.sales@muthuhotels.com
© Rotorworx

MUTHU

ROYAL THURSO HOTEL


Thurso, Scotland

A former coaching inn, the Muthu Royal Thurso Hotel is one of the best-equipped
hotels on the North Coast of Scotland. The hotel retains a warm and friendly
atmosphere, which help to make it one of the most popular hotels in the area.

ESCAPE TO A
QUIET WORLD
The North Coast of Scotland is still relatively
undiscovered, yet it is surprisingly easy to
travel there. The hotel makes an excellent
base for trips to the Orkney Islands or
there is a day ferry from John O’Groats
that takes only 45 minutes.

MUTHU

BEN DORAN HOTEL


Tyndrum, Scotland

Muthu Ben Doran is located together with unparalleled proximity to Edinburgh’s
striking, well-preserved architecture and in the outer-realm of the city centre. The
Muthu Ben Doran Hotel in Tyndrum is set amongst seven acres of beautifully kept
gardens and sparkling exterior, the Ben Doran is awash with colour all year round,
inside and out.

A HAVEN
FOR WILDLIFE
This 3 star hotel in Loch Lomond National
Park is traditional in style however it is
unique in the fact that it features the
dining room and lounges on the top
floor, this offers guests the best way to
see the spectacular views that this area
has to offer. The dining room has a great
setting with views across the surrounding
mountains and forests and serves a wide
variety of dishes using the best local
produce, where possible.

All our rooms at The Muthu Royal Hotel are spacious, superbly furnished and include
all the amenities and comforts for a lovely stay.

MUTHU

ROYAL HOTEL


Tyndrum, Scotland

Secluded in the mountain village of Tyndrum with spectacular views and four acres
of sheltered gardens, The Muthu Royal Hotel is a magnet for wildlife and a delight for
flower lovers from spring till autumn. The conservatory style dining room offers guests
wide and breath-taking views of our extensive lawns and lily ponds.

NATURAL WONDERS
A beautiful wood-panelled lounge
and bar provide plenty of space for
relaxing or dancing, all evening long.
The location, however, may provide no
shortage of distractions. Indeed, in such
a stunning setting you spend very little
time in your room at all. There are many
pleasant walks in and around the village
offering leisurely strolls or long walks,
which is hardly surprising as Tyndrum is
a popular stopping point on the famous
“West Highland Way”, one of the world’s
most scenic walking routes.

MUTHU

DALMALLY HOTEL


Dalmally, Scotland

Muthu Dalmally Hotel is a traditional Scotttish Hotel perfectly situated to make the
most of the historical, cultural and natural delights of Argyll and Bute. The Muthu
Dalmally Hotel in Dalmally is surrounded by some of the most spectacular mountain
scenery in Scotland.

HISTORICAL, CULTURAL
AND NATURAL DELIGHTS
The hotel is set within three acres of
beautiful landscaped gardens. When
looking for spending the day in the hotel,
the conservatory lounge is an impressive
focal point and a joy for flower lovers,
with foliage and flora hanging in every
corner. Guests can also relax in the quiet
room or spend their time in the restaurant
or bar.

MUTHU

ALEXANDRA HOTEL


Oban, Scotland

The Muthu Alexandra Hotel dates back to the 1870s, it was built and owned by
Lindsay Grandison MacArthur who bought the ground in 1858. Situated on the
Corran Esplanade with panoramic views of Oban Bay and the island of Kerrera,
Muthu Alexandra Hotel is less than a mile from McCaig’s Tower.

BEAUTY
INSIDE AND OUT
The hotel offers a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere away from the bustle of the
town centre. Guests can enjoy the property’s
on-site swimming pool and bar. There are
also apartments which are situated near
the Muthu Alexandra Hotel close to the
busy seaport of Oban which has developed
into Scotland’s most popular West-Coast
holiday town. All apartment residents are
welcome to use the Muthu Alexandra Hotel
facilities including the bar and lounge.

The hotel has been extended over the last few years and now offers a variety of
accommodation types from standard rooms in the modern Iona Building, some of
which have beautiful bay views to the large and comfortable suites in the original
old Bishop’s House, which have simply breathtaking views of the islands.

MUTHU

QUEENS OBAN HOTEL


Oban, Scotland

Best Western Muthu Queens Oban Hotel sits in a wonderful location commanding
breathtaking views over the stunning Oban Bay and beyond to the inner Hedrides
Isles. It was originally built for the Bishop of Argyll and the Islands in the late 19th
Century.

ELEGANT RETREAT
The Cuanra Restaurant has a reputation
for the finest cuisine. Our highly talented
team of chefs take great pride in
the sourcing of the very best of local
produce. The ethos is to take the finest
ingredients and cook them simply thereby
accentuating the natural flavours.
The Lounge Bar and Grill provide an
elegant yet cosy retreat in which you
can enjoy a wide selection of bar meals
along with your favourite drinks for the
evenings.

MUTHU

FORT WILLIAM


Fort William, Scotland

Enjoying stunning loch and mountain views, Muthu Fort William lies around 48,3 km
west of the Cairngorms National Park. This historic town has a wide choice of pubs
and restaurants to enjoy.

EXPERIENCE AN
IMPECCABLE HOLIDAY AT
MUTHU FORT WILLIAM
Thanks to its spectacular location,
Muthu Fort Williams conveniently offers a
fantastic and avid selection of activities
for everyone to indulge in within a walking
distance of the hotel. Additionally, the
hotel´s traditional onsite Restaurant & Bar
offer a tantalizing selection of culinary
experiences to please and gratify any soul.
The hotel incorporates 51 guestrooms that
combine comfort with an aesthetically
appealing look.

Each year at Muthu Highland Heritage we try to refine and improve all our operations,
be it coaches, pick-ups, tours, day trips, entertainment or the different cuisines.
Nothing escapes our attention. It’s that meticulous focus on every single aspect of
your holiday that makes it better year after year.

MUTHU

HIGHLAND HERITAGE
Coach Tours, Scotland

We offer a wide variety of tours to boost the beautiful sights in Scotland. All tours
include dinner, bed and breakfast. An excursion each day to explore the beautiful
highlands! All you have to do is sit back and enjoy the ride, we’ll take care of
everything for you!
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COMFORTABLE STAY

MUTHU

DES AMBASSADEURS


Lourdes, France

Housed in a majestic building dating from 1887, the 3-star Hôtel des Ambassadeurs is
located in the city center of Lourdes. It offers panoramic views of all the surroundings
and especially of the world famous Lourdes Church.

The Ambassadeurs is located in Lourdes,
next to St.Michel’s Bridge and the
entrance to the Sanctuaries. The hotel’s
restaurant serves the finest French cuisine
in the dining room. Guests of the Hôtel
des Ambassadeurs can enjoy a drink
in the hotel’s stylish bar. Strategically
located in the middle of the city, it is
ideally positioned for those wanting
to discover the area’s attractions. The
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes is within
easy walking distance of Ambassadeurs.
Pyrenees National Park is also just a short
drive from the hotel.

MUTHU

NAZARETH HOTEL


Lourdes, France

The Muthu Nazareth Hotel is in the vicinity of Muthu des Ambassadeurs Hotel. The
Muthu Nazareth Hotel boasts of an ideal location in the foothills of the majestic
Pyrenees for a spiritual stay in the heart of nature.

PEACEFUL
AND WARM
ATMOSPHERE
In the habitat of the historic village and
minutes walk away from the entry of the
Notre Dame sanctuary in Lourdes - it offers
a truly peaceful and warm atmosphere.
It is a real delight to take in the beautiful
views as you sip your morning coffee.
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GRAND MUTHU

CAYO GUILLERMO


Cayo Guillermo, Cuba

Grand Muthu Cayo Guillermo Hotel is a luxurious 500 rooms resort offering first-class
five star accommodation along with a very wide range of services and facilities. The
resort boasts an excellent beach-front location on Playa el Paso, one of the best
beaches on Cayo Guillermo, Cuba.

PARADISE
Playa el Paso beach next to Muthu Hotels,
has unspoilt white sand and transparent
crystal blue waters. This is the perfect
place to admire a Caribbean sunset
from comfortable Bali beds, sipping a
fresh Cuban cocktail. Grand Muthu Cayo
Guillermo is a five star resort in Cuba as
it offers the widest selection of cuisines
from fresh seafood dishes to an array of
international gourmet meat dishes from
7 restaurants to choose from and it is the
only resort in Cuba that specialises in
Indian weddings.

Proudly boasting off its individuality as an Adults Only Hotel makes it a compelling and
relaxing place to visit with your loved one. We also cater to your special occasions
and events, as our entertainment and events team offer the best experience
possible.

GRAN MUTHU

IMPERIAL CAYO GUILLERMO


Cayo Guillermo, Cuba

The five star Gran Muthu Imperial Hotel is situated on a serene location in the
Caribbean coast of southern central Cuba.

RESTAURANTS
The colourful facades and charming
colonial architecture rightfully extends for
a tranquil holiday laying on pristine sandy
beaches and sipping endless mojitos.
A stunning array of cuisines are available,
restaurants, bars, entertainment and spa
offers ultimate luxury for an endearing
stay. All the rooms are designed tastefully
with upscale modern interiors promising
comfort and luxury.

GRAN MUTHU

RAINBOW CAYO GUILLERMO


Cayo Guillermo, Cuba

In a destination like Cayo Guillermo, one can expect to have a great holiday spending
the day beside the popular beaches or indulge in the water sports activities. The
five star Gran Muthu Rainbow Hotel is in close proximity to the Playuelas beach.
The restaurants are catered to serve fresh produce, choose from one of our bars to
enjoy the night!

LOVE
BEYOND
We can make your dreams a reality,
by hosting your special occasions at
the hotel. Take home an unforgettable
memory. Enjoy exciting LGBT events at
our 5 star Gran Muthu Rainbow Hotel in
the most prime location. Get away from
the ordinary to relax and recharge.

Offering exotic style and convenience in equal measure, Muthu Playa Varadero
provides 285 modern rooms with colorful décor over two buildings. All rooms are
furnished with amenities to provide you with a memorable and comfortable stay.

MUTHU

PLAYA VARADERO
Varadero, Cuba
Adjacent to the Varadero Golf Club, the Muthu Playa Varadero is a paradise of
beautiful gardens with direct access to the beach. Enjoy a mesmerizing experience
with sea views. A masterpiece of nature, Varadero seduces visitors with the
transparency and tranquillity of its warm waters, and wide stretch of clean white
sugary sand.



Life is cool by the pool

AWAKEN
YOUR SENSES
Immerse yourself in nature and marvel at
this magnificent resort that provides you
an unforgettable holiday with exclusive
facilities and personalized services in a
perfect blend.
The Muthu Playa Varadero resort offers
guests deliciously refined dining options
to tickle your tastebuds. A universe of
sensations and flavours await.
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MGM

BEACH RESORT
Chennai, India
MGM Beach Resort sits across 30 acres of lush, sprawling lawns, dotted with over 88
charming cottages, rooms and suites in front of the beautiful Bay of Bengal. The traditional
architecture boasts of majestic Mangalore-tiled sloping roofs, gently dissolving into the
horizon. The rooms overlook the sea and are very spacious with in-room dining facilities.
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MGM

MGM

Chennai, India
It’s hard to imagine the possibility of immersing yourself in natural tranquility, only 30 minutes
away from the energetic pulse of Chennai. Eastwoods Resort is almost like an oasis of
calm, nestling amidst lush landscaped gardens and swaying palm fronds. Sprawled across
3 acres, the quaint, winding pathways lead to 3 luxurious suites and 18 Deluxe cottages.



EASTWOODS RESORT


HI-WAY RESORT
Tamilnadu, India
Unique and refreshing, our resort is a boon to both visitors and the residents of Ranipet.
We are the only hospitality service providers in this reputed leather industrial town. Well
appointed rooms, efficient round the clock customer service, and consistent high quality
food that have earned us the trust of the corporate world.

MGM

MGM

Tamilnadu, India
Undulating hills bathed in a blue-green hue, clouds bending down to hug the hills, lush
valleys drenched in crisp sunshine, veils of mist floating aimlessly and the faint scent of
pine and eucalyptus in the air! This is indeed, Heaven on earth, this beautiful hotel on the
hill side.



HILL WORTH RESORT


VAILANKANNI RESIDENCY
Tamilnadu, India
Swaying palm fronds wave a warm welcome as you enter this quiet, charming and sought
after resort, near the busy pilgrim centre of Vailankanni. Located just 1km away from the
famed Vailankanni shrine, and close to the Vailankanni Arch, this resort offers scenic lush
foliage, manicured lawns and colourful flowering shrubs.

MGM

MARK WHITEFIELD
Bangalore, India
Chic, stylish and soothing, this boutique hotel sits quietly in the hub of the International
Technology Park (ITPL) and has everything you want for a short stay in the business quarter
of Bangalore. From the moment you enter the lobby, it’s easy to forget about the outside
world. The inviting lobby and friendly staff set the tone for your stay.



SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Marry Brown, the restaurant chain that´s referred to as a one stop shop for lip smacking food and
all round family entertainment, is an integral part of MGM Muthu group. With one of our core
values to constantly innovate, our enthusiastic staff are always up with new and exciting offerings
to keep you coming back for more. Adding to the joy for kids, Marry Brown, proudly presents its
Chipmunk club, one in the name of its brand mascot to offer a happy ambience to families.
WWW.MARRYBROWN.IN

100% FAMILY FUN GUARANTEE
Enjoy at the first and biggest entertainment park in the south of the country. We believe in quality
entertainment, adhering to international safety standards and our guarantee of fun with a
commitment to give you the best in services and experiences, wins our suitability for all ages.
These values and commitment have undoubtedly boosted the popularity of our park - MGM
Dizzee World, Chennai - as the No.1 Amusement Park and we are proud to say it out loud “No one
knows family entertainment like we do.”
WWW.MGMDIZZEEWORLD.COM

India’s number one brand! Enjoy the incredibly rich taste!
We are the best on the market for offering: Apple Vodka, Orange Vodka, Mango Vodka, Krystal
Vodka, Best Choice Whisky, Richman’s Rum, Diamond Whisky, Brandy, Rum and lots more.
WWW.MGM-INDIA.COM

Beauty Starts with the Soul

Poetry Spa & Health Club
Poetry Spa focuses on the mind, body and soul, blending positive energy and rejuvenation,
taking pride and pleasure in the diversity and richness of its surroundings at all of our hotels.
The soothing mood will guide you to a sense of serenity and help create an organic extension
of the hotels’ philosophy – a retreat of calm while surrounded by total luxury.

Let us plan your special day and celebrate your wedding in style.
PT - ALGARVE: +351 289 510 100 | Email: weddings@muthuhotels.com • ES - TENERIFE: +34 922 738 802 | Email: sales.spain@
muthuhotels.com • UK - IPSWICH: +44 (0) 1473 694224 | Email: events.belstead@muthuhotels.com • UK - SOUTHEND: +44 (0) 1702
345247 | Email: events.westcliff@muthuhotels.com • UK - NOTTINGHAMSHIRE: +44 (0) 01623 835333 | Email: cph.we@muthuhotels.com
UK - NAIRN: +44 (0) 1667 453144 | Email: nwt.sales@muthuhotels.com • CUBA: +1 (647) 393 9589 | Email: sales.cuba@muthuhotels.com

Our spas are a sanctuary of peace and calm, book your appointment today at one of our
hotels and relax, let us pamper you.
Please contact reception and book your spa experience today.

Holiday time is crucial for family bonding and getting away from everyday life!
Therefore, why not make it the best possible time ever! MGM Muthu Group offers a
flourishing portfolio of hotels, that meets everyone’s needs. Loyalty Membership is
the ideal way to take the first baby step to ensuring many happy holidays, creating
a lifetime of amazing memories!

MGM MUTHU HOTELS

INFINITI

Loyalty Membership
More than a majority of our guests have gained a loyalty membership with MGM,
called Infiniti. This enables them to use the MGM portfolio of resorts on a yearly basis,
using a very simple points based system. This entitles members to holidays every year,
to stay in the best of accommodations within our resorts and hotels whilst receiving
the highest of services.

SEA YOU SOON
The best way to book from MGM Muthu Hotels

WWW.MUTHUHOTELS.COM

GO!

ENGLAND/SCOTLAND
FRANCE

INDIA

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
CUBA
SINGAPORE

WHY BOOK ONLINE DIRECT?
Lowest Rate Guaranteed
No Deposit Bookings
Exclusive Deals
Advance Purchase Discount

Choice of Room Types
Book On-line, PC or Mobile
Simply Click and Book

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

ENGLAND

SCOTLAND

FRANCE

CUBA

WWW.MUTHUHOTELS.COM

INDIA

SINGAPORE

